Purpose: Quantitative Cone Beam CT (CBCT) imaging is increasing in demand for precise imageguided radiotherapy because it provides a foundation for advanced image-guided techniques, including accurate treatment setup, online tumor delineation, and patient dose calculation. However, CBCT is currently limited only to patient setup in the clinic because of the severe issues in its image quality. In this study, we develop a learning-based approach to improve CBCT's image quality for extended clinical applications. Materials and methods: An auto-context model is integrated into a machine learning framework to iteratively generate corrected CBCT (CCBCT) with high-image quality. The first step is data preprocessing for the built training dataset, in which uninformative image regions are removed, noise is reduced, and CT and CBCT images are aligned. After a CBCT image is divided into a set of patches, the most informative and salient anatomical features are extracted to train random forests. Within each patch, alternating RF is applied to create a CCBCT patch as the output. Moreover, an iterative refinement strategy is exercised to enhance the image quality of CCBCT. Then, all the CCBCT patches are integrated to reconstruct final CCBCT images. Results: The learning-based CBCT correction algorithm was evaluated using the leave-one-out cross-validation method applied on a cohort of 12 patients' brain data and 14 patients' pelvis data. The mean absolute error (MAE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), normalized cross-correlation (NCC) indexes, and spatial nonuniformity (SNU) in the selected regions of interest (ROIs) were used to quantify the proposed algorithm's correction accuracy and generat the following results: mean MAE = 12.81 AE 2.04 and 19.94 AE 5.44 HU, mean PSNR = 40.22 AE 3.70 and 31.31 AE 2.85 dB, mean NCC = 0.98 AE 0.02 and 0.95 AE 0.01, and SNU = 2.07 AE 3.36% and 2.07 AE 3.36% for brain and pelvis data. Conclusion: Preliminary results demonstrated that the novel learning-based correction method can significantly improve CBCT image quality. Hence, the proposed algorithm is of great potential in improving CBCT's image quality to support its clinical utility in CBCT-guided adaptive radiotherapy.
INTRODUCTION
Quantitative Cone Beam CT (CBCT) imaging is on increasing demand for precise image-guided radiation therapy because it provides a foundation for advanced image-guided radiotherapy.
1 With more precise treatment monitoring from accurate CBCT images, dose delivery errors can be significantly reduced in each fraction and further compensated for in subsequent fractions using adaptive radiation therapy. However, the applications of CBCT in clinical practice of radiotherapy are still limited by its image quality, which is not as good as that of planning CT (or diagnostic CT henceforth). 2, 3 One major reason underlying the inferior image quality in CBCT is the distortion caused by severe Compton scatter, such as streaking and cupping artifacts, which adversely affects the visibility and uniformity of soft tissues and degrades the accuracy of dose calculation in treatment planning. 4 Recently, many scatter correction techniques have been proposed to improve CBCT image quality and facilitate the use of CBCT in radiation therapy. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] These techniques can be roughly grouped by two types: preprocessing-based methods [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and postprocessing-based methods. [5] [6] [7] 10, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] The preprocessing-based methods suppress scatter during projection data acquisition, of which the anti-scatter-grid-based and air-gap-based methods are the two most popular ones. 2 The anti-scatter-grid-based methods use grids that are customized for CBCT detectors to remove the scattered photons from the beam in projection data acquisition. 9, [28] [29] [30] [31] One major disadvantage of these methods is their limited efficacy in scatter correction. Siewerdsen et al. 13 reported that the anti-scattergrid-based method was effective only in improving the contrast-to-noise ratio of low resolution CT images. Another drawback is the increase in x-ray dose to make up for the loss of primary photons due to grid's attenuation. Kyriakou et al. 9 reported that the dose increase can be significant while the scatter is intense. The air-gap-based methods are well known in improving the contrast resolution in x-ray images by reducing scattered radiation incident on the detector. 32 These air-gap-based methods are advantageous in implementation -no additional hardware or algorithm is required. However, these methods need to increase the distance between the imaged target and the CBCT detectors, which may not be feasible in some clinical situations because of limited space and safety regulations. In addition, due to a large distance between the subject and CBCT detector, the x-ray power has to escalate to maintain the flux at the detector. Therefore, the efficacy of scatter reduction by preprocessing-based methods is limited.
The postprocessing-based methods first estimate the scatter based on prior knowledge or statistical distribution modeling, then remove the estimated scatter from projection data, and finally reconstruct CBCT images from corrected projection data. These methods can be grouped into the following four categories: (a) measurement-based methods, [33] [34] [35] (b) software-based methods, 10, 22, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] (c) hardware-based decomposition methods, 6, 25, 26 and (d) hybrid methods. 39, 40 More details about these postprocessing-based methods can be found in the review paper by Niu et al. 2 These postprocessing-based methods may either simplify the nonlinear scattering process with deterministic modeling or need multiple scans to recover the projection data contaminated by scatter, which may lengthen the scan time, suffer from involuntary patient motion, and increase patient dose. In addition, these methods share a main disadvantage -the difficulty in suppressing the statistical noise caused by the scatter's high-frequency components.
In this work, we develop an iteratively refined, anatomical signature-based, alternating random forest (ARF) method to derive a CCBCT from original CBCT. We aim not only to mitigate the artifacts on CBCT images to the level as that on planning CT images, but also to restore the HU numbers from CBCT to CT images for dose calculation. To the best of our knowledge, the work presented in this paper is the first of such an attempt, which may make contributions to the field in the following aspects: (a) Automatic selection of attributes in features that are the most relevant to the correction modeling using the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) and fuzzy c-means labeling. (b) Joint information gain (JIG) for selection of splitting function by reducing both CBCT features' and planning CT targets' uncertainty. The intuition of JIG is that the binary splitting procedure not only requires putting training data in a leaf node that has similar CT targets, but also restricts the similarity between those data, which thus enhances the inference ability in the leaf. (c) Application of ARF method in the training model by introducing global loss to optimize the threshold of the splitting function while splitting the data from a parent node to child nodes. (d) Application of auto-context model (ACM) for iteratively refining ARF's performance by incorporating the contextual information of CCBCT image and combining the originally selected CBCT signatures.
The paper is organized as follows. In methods, we first give an overview of the proposed CBCT correction framework, followed by detailed description of the LASSO-based anatomical feature selection, ARF construction with a JIG, and ACM for ARF iterative refinement. We evaluate the proposed method with state-of-the-art dictionary-learning-based (DL) method and verify its performance experimentally using clinical data. Finally, along with an extended discussion, we conclude the presentation of our novel anatomical signature and ACM based ARF CBCT correction method and framework.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Overview
We first build a training dataset consisting of multiple paired CBCT and CT images. The CT images were acquired using a Siemens SOMATOM Definition AS CT scanner at 120 kVp with the patient in treatment position. The image spacing was 0.586 mm 9 0.586 mm 9 0.6 mm and 0.98 mm 9 0.98 mm 9 2.0 mm for brain and pelvis patients, respectively. The CBCT images were acquired using the Varian On-Board Imager CBCT system at 125 kVp. The image spacing was 1.17 mm 9 1.17 mm 9 2.5 mm for brain patients and 0.908 mm 9 0.908 mm 9 2.0 mm for pelvis patients. The CBCT used in this study was acquired from the first fraction of treatment for each patient, which is closest to the planning CT. Given the paired CBCT and planning CT images, the CT image serves as the regression target of CBCT. Before training, image preprocessing, including denoising and suppressing nonuniformity by a nonlocal means method, 45 is performed to improve the training's performance. Then, a rigid registration is performed to establish an alignment of subjects between the paired CBCT and CT images, followed by aligning all subjects onto a common space via rigid-body inter-subject registration. The inter-subject registration is performed between two subjects to roughly bring all subjects onto a common space. All the training pairs are further registered to the new CBCT image. In the training phase, given a CBCT image, we initially extract the features at multilevels, that is discrete cosine transform (DCT), local binary pattern (LBP), and pair-wise voxel difference features at multi-scales, including coarse, medium, and original resolutions. The 3D patch-based DCT features are extracted to characterize patches in frequency space. 46 The 3D patch-based LBP features are extracted by using rotation invariant LBP extractors. 47 The pair-wise voxel difference features are extracted by computing the intensity difference from a pair of randomly chosen voxels at different locations within 3D patch. 48 Second, we introduce a logistic LASSO-based feature selection method for high-dimensional and nonselective feature sets, and then use it in combination with corresponding CT labels to select the most relevant and informative subset of signatures. Third, the selected informative features with the corresponding CT targets are used to train a sequence of improved random forests (RF) under the framework of ACM. In contrast to the traditional RF, which is usually trained in a depth-first manner without control over the regressor, a breadth-first ARF, 49 which has a major advantage of checking the state of the training model by measuring its performance against a global loss, is used for training the RF. In order to reduce the ambiguity caused by purely reducing the uncertainty of CT targets in training the model, a JIG considering both CBCT and CT images is introduced for selecting the adaptive splitting function of ARF. In the testing phase, we extract selected anatomical features 50 from the new CBCT and then feed into the well-trained ARF sequence for correction in CBCT image. Figure 1 shows a brief workflow of the proposed method.
2.B. Feature selection
We first introduce the notation to be used in this subsection. F ¼ fx 1 Þ; f ðx 2 Þ; Á Á Á ; f ðx n Þ f g denotes the feature set in CBCT image patches centered at each voxel x i , and X ¼ x 1 ; x 2 ; Á Á Á ; x n f gdenotes the set of corresponding CT central voxels that are regarded as the targets of the training model. In each CBCT image patch, we have an extremely high-dimensional signature f ðx i Þ that has presented a serious disadvantage to a learning model. One major problem is that the high-dimensional signature may contain noisy and redundant information that could overfit the learning models, leading to degraded performance in estimation accuracy and correction. 51 Since feature selection can be regarded as a binary regression task about each dimension of the original feature, 52 ,53 a logistic regression function is used to denote a conditional probability model with the form defined by Pðwjl; f ðxÞ; bÞ
where f ðxÞ represents the original feature signature of voxel x, and w is the binary coefficient with 1 indicating that the corresponding features are relevant to the anatomical classification, and 0 denoting that the nonrelevant features are eliminated during the classifier learning process. l(Á) is an anatomical binary labeling function. Two-step feature selection is applied by using l(Á) to label air and non-air materials in first round and then to label bone and soft tissue in the second round. In the paired CBCT-CT images for training, the fuzzy C-means clustering method is used to roughly classify the CT image into three segments: air, soft tissue, and bone. Moreover, the goal of feature selection was to pick up a small subset of the most informative features as anatomical signature, which can be accomplished by implementing the sparsity constraint in the logistic regression, that is minimizing the following LASSO energy loss function:
where w denotes the sparse coefficient vector, b the intercept scalar, b i the optimization scalar and l the regularization parameter, n denotes the number of voxel samples x j and m denotes the length of vector w. b is computed by discriminative power, that is Fisher's score 54 for each feature of feature vector. The optimization tries to penalize the features that have smaller discriminative power, that is, uninformative features being eliminated for training the learning-based model. To implement this penalty, b i is divided by jw i j.
Denoted as f s ðxÞ, the informative features corresponding to the nonzero entries in w are selected, which have superior discriminatory power in distinguishing bone, air, and soft tissue.
An example is given in Fig. 2 , in which (a) shows a CBCT image with two types of samples. The samples coming from the bone are indicated by red asterisk while those from the soft tissue by green circles. And (b) shows a scattered plot of the samples corresponding to the randomly selected two features (located in LBP features) without feature selection, while (c) shows that of the samples corresponding to the two top-ranked features (located in DCT features), which are evaluated by Fisher's score, 54 after feature selection. 55 It is observed that, with feature selection, the bone is well separated from the soft tissues.
2.C. Alternating regression forest
Recent studies have used the RF to train regression models, due to its efficacy in tackling medical image processing challenges. 48, 56 RF trains a bag of decision trees, each of which is provided with a random subset of training data and trained independently. Specifically, in this work, the training data are composed of selected features
g , as proposed in Section 2.B, and CT targets X ¼ fx i g. Given a subset of training data S ¼ f s ðx i Þ; x i f g& F s ðXÞ Â X, the training of decision tree involves recursively splitting a node (denoted by parent node) into two disjoint partitions (denoted by left and right child nodes), such that the uncertainty of CT targets in the resultant subsets is minimized. In particular, the splitting procedure is carried out firstly by randomly choosing k-th feature f k s ðx i Þ and then randomly sampling a set of splitting functions u j ðx; k; hÞ È É to separate the given data into two disjoint subsets. Corresponding to each feature, each splitting function is a binary decision function parameterized by the feature's position k and threshold value x i in S. Then, the splitting function uðx; k; hÞ with the highest information gain is fixed for this node and splits the training data accordingly into two subsets Lðk; hÞ and Rðk; hÞ. This procedure continues until some stopping criteria are met, for example the maximum tree depth or a minimum number of training data left in the splitting node. Once the criteria are fulfilled, a leaf node is created by storing the training data at this node. each leaf node followed by the previous splitting rules, in order to infer its correspondence to the CT target, a median ensemble model generates the final estimation by computing the median of all the nodes within each decision tree, and then computing the median of all the decision trees. The median ensemble can avoid the potential bias, because CBCT images can be roughly grouped in three regions (bone, air, and soft tissue) with significant different intensity values, the use of median can guarantee the prediction result to be either air, bone or soft tissue. Thus, even if there are some positioning difference in pair-wise CBCT and CT patches, the median prediction can avoid the potential bias. However, due to intensity and resolution difference between CBCT and CT image structures, the conventional RF-based CBCT correction may become unstable. The splitting function of growing a decision tree is purely decided according to CT targets while the training data are composed of both CBCT features and CT targets, and thus the uncertainty of CBCT features with more complicated and diverse variation is ignored. A simple example is shown in Fig. 3 , in which the red and yellow squares denote the CBCT image patches and their counterparts in the CT image, while the circles denote the center voxels of each image patch. In Fig. 3(b) , the two CBCT patches have dissimilar structures that would result in diversity in their extracted features, while in Fig. 3(a) the central voxels of the corresponding CT patches are of similar intensity. If a subset of training data includes these two pairs of CBCT features and CT targets for an internal node, the uncertainty of only CT targets is minimized with different CBCT structures distributed in a uniform partition, regardless of the feature that would be chosen for separation and the splitting function that would be applied for separation. Thus, the splitting procedure with respect to reduction of CT targets' uncertainty may induce ambiguity to the training of decision tree.
In training a bag of binary decision trees, the RF for CBCT correction makes a local decision at each node level on how the data are further split by measuring information gain without considering the regressors' state. Given a subset of training data, the information gain of each splitting function is minimized greedily and independently via reducing the uncertainty of CT targets. Although these characteristics can result in fast and parallel training capabilities and thus higher computational efficiency, the training procedure of RF is not globally controlled by an appropriate metric of the regressors' performance, and the entire state of training model cannot be promptly checked and improved at each node. This makes the training procedure theoretically difficult and unintuitive to comprehend the success of a learning method.
In practice, there is no guarantee that all thresholds of splitting functions have been learned properly. Moreover, it is difficult to apply the RF in CBCT correction, since the extracted CBCT features are usually in a high-dimensional representation space and only a small fraction of randomly chosen features could be used for binary splitting. This would compromise the performance of training, thus weaken the inference ability when a new CBCT feature arrives. In order to solve these two issues, we introduce a JIG by combining the information from both CBCT and CT for the splitting function at each node and use an ARF to formulate the training procedure as solving a stage-wise risk minimization problem for regression tasks, as described in detail below.
1. Joint information gain: the conventional RF uses a threshold to split the feature variable to left and right nodes by maximizing the information gain of CT target. As per the definition of information gain, it aims to group the similar CT central voxels to a subset and thus reduces the uncertainty of training data in each child node. However, the CT voxels with similar intensities could be of dissimilar CBCT structural patches, as shown in Fig. 3 . The central voxels of the bone near the soft tissue [yellow circle in Fig. 3(b) ] and those near the air [red circle in Fig. 3(b) ] are similar in intensity, but differ in the structures in CBCT patches, which can become a negatively biased voting of the most adaptive splitting function used for separation and may degrade the performance of regression. Thus, one needs to consider both feature and target into the definition of JIG:.
where k is a smoothing parameter, denotes the mean over feature vectors, denotes the mean value of target voxels' value x i . The first term in Eq. (3) utilizes CT targets' information, while the second term enforces the similarity in feature space via balancing parameter k. The intuition of this regularization is that binary splitting requires both similarity of CT targets and CBCT features. After setting the best splitting function based on Eq. (3), the data of current node are divided into the left and right child nodes. The splitting procedure continues until a preset stopping criteria is met. 2. Alternating Random Forest: The conventional RF pays no attention to information loss while data are split from parent node to child node. Inspired by the idea of introducing a global loss in recent ARF studies, 49 we propose a novel splitting procedure considering both global and local optimization. First, the global loss function can be written as a breadth-first missing error measured by all weak inference learners at each depth:. X
(4).
Together with our previous study in JIG, the splitting function can be further optimized by maximizing JIG and minimizing the global loss at the current depth:
The first term of Eq. (5) is the JIG specified in Eq. (3), the second term is the global loss regularization specified Eq. (4), while c is a parameter to balance the need for regression. At the root node, we start with an initial regressor
data at corresponding nodes. These corrections yield a corresponding loss which should be minimized by Eq. (4). After the threshold optimization in Eq. (5), the regressor r d ðx i ; h d Þ can be determined at the current depth according to JIG maximizing criterion. Since the splitting function at each node and each depth is chosen by jointly reducing the uncertainty of training data and minimizing the whole regressors' global loss, unlike the conventional RF whose path of splitting training data is independent beforehand for each node, our proposed ARF allows the splitting path to be optimized globally and locally as we have a hierarchical splitting structure. Thus, the feedback at each depth reasonably reduces the uncertainty of binary decision tree and enhances the accuracy of inference. Figure 4 briefly shows the framework of our proposed learning method, with the default parameters listed in Table I .
2.D. Auto-context model
Since RF is a collection of weak learners, ACM, 57,58 with its framework presented in Fig. 5 , is used in the proposed method to enhance its performance by leveraging the surrounding information in regard to the object of interest. We use the initial ARF and feature selection to create contextual features for all training data, which are then utilized in combination with the initial anatomic signature to train an improved ARF. The process is repeated to train a series of ARFs until the criterion of correction accuracy is met. In the testing stage, a new CBCT image can follow the same sequence of ACM to generate the final CCBCT. The proposed method is summarized in Framework 1. 
RESULTS
3.A. Datasets and quantitative measurements
In order to test its performance, we applied our method on the planning CT and CBCT data of 12 patients' brain images and 14 patients' pelvis images. The leave-one-out cross-validation approach was used in performance evaluation, in which the obtained CCBCT images were compared with their counterparts in planning CT images. The mean absolute error (MAE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and normalized cross-correlation (NCC) indexes were used to quantify the results. MAE, PSNR, and NCC are used to measure the absolute difference, relative difference, and image similarity, which are defined as follows,
NCC ¼ 1 C X x;y;z I CT ðx;y;zÞ À l CT ð ÞI CCBCT ðx;y;zÞ À l CCBCT ð Þ r CT r CCBCT (8) where I CT is HU of planning CT, I CCBCT is that of the CCBCT, Q the maximum intensity of I CT and I CCBCT , and C the number of voxels. l CT and l CCBCT are the mean of CT and CCBCT image, while r CT and r CCBCT are the standard division. The unit of MAE is HU and the unit of PSNR is decibel (dB). Spatial nonuniformity (SNU) is also calculated, defined/formulated as Ref. [41, 59] .
HU max and HU min are the maximum and the minimum of the mean CT number values of regions of interest (ROIs), respectively. Different ROIs were selected in the CBCT image at both the center and the periphery. In addition to image quality, we also evaluated the dosimetric accuracy of our results. We applied the original treatment plan on the uncorrected/corrected CBCT images to calculate dose and compared them with that on original planning CT. Clinical relevant dose-volume histogram (DVH) metrics were selected for comparison. 60 
3.B. Parameter performance
In general, the performance of correction can be improved with more decision trees and larger maximum depth of each decision tree. However, computation complexity (enlarged by larger number of decision trees and larger maximum depth of decision tree) and algorithm accuracy is a trade-off in our learning-based CBCT correction. We first fixed the maximum tree depth and tested the number of trees. Figures 6(a1)-6(a3) visualize the MAE, PSNR and NCC metrics with different number of trees, where other parameters are fixed as the default values in Table I . It is observed that 24 trees are adequate for our CBCT correction application. In addition to the number of decision trees, the performance of the proposed CBCT correction method also depends on the maximum depth in the decision tree. Figures 6(b1)-6(b3) visualize the performance as assessed in MAE, PSNR and NCC as function of the maximum depth of decision trees, in which other parameters are set at the default values (Table I) . Those plots show that 22 is an adequate maximum tree depth for the proposed CBCT correction method. We set l = 0.5 in Eq. (2), k = 0.05 in Eq. (3) and c = 0.05 in Eq. (5). l is a regularization parameter in feature selection; it is used to balance the two terms in LASSO energy loss function. Determining the optimal value for the regularization parameter is an important part of ensuring that the feature selection performs well, and it is typically chosen using crossvalidation. 61 We test the parameter l from 0.1 to 1.0 by 4-fold cross-validation, the performance is stable when l = 0.5. k is a balancing parameter in computing the information gain, and is designed based on its performance on balancing the information energy of CT target and MR features. 62 In fact the MR features' length is much bigger than CT target, which means the MR features have more information energy than CT target. Thus, k should be very small, and we set it to 0.05. c is also a balancing parameter to balance the information gain and global loss in optimization of splitting procedure of each decision tree. 49 Because the splitting procedure of earlier depth, such as the first splitting procedure from a root node to it child nodes, is mainly affected by information gain. Thus c should be small. After several depths of splitting procedure, the information gain is minimized and the global loss has a main effect to converge the training. We found that c = 0.05 is good in this study. We also set the maximum number of training data in leaf node to 5 as recommended in the guidance of regression forest.
3.C. Contribution of feature selection
We tested the influence of feature selection on performance of the proposed CBCT correction and the results are presented in Fig. 7 , in which the RF method without feature selection is denoted by RF, whereas that with feature selection is denoted by RF + FS. It is observed that RF + FS outperforms RF, since the former reserves the informative anatomical features in the training stage. Table II lists results of the leave-one-out experiments, which quantitatively reinforces the observation in Fig. 7 . Table III confirms the above observations quantitatively through the leave-one-out experiments. The ARF + FS + JIG-based method can significantly decrease MAE and improve PSNR compared with RF + FS-based (P < 0.001 for MAE; P < 0.01 for PSNR) and RF + FS + JIG-based (P < 0.001 for MAE; P < 0.01 for PSNR) methods.
3.E. Contribution of ACM
The improvement of ACM in the proposed method was showed by testing the ARF with four repeating refinement iterations. Along with the iterative enhancement by comparing the structural detail in the sagittal view of CCBCT images in Figs. 9(b1)-9(e1), 9(b2)-9(e2), 10 quantitatively confirms the improvement in the performance over iteration.
3.F. Comparison with conventional scatter correction method
To evaluate the performance, we conducted a study to compare the performance of our proposed method, that is, ARF + FS + JIG combined with ACM (denoted by ARF + ACM + FS + JIG) against a state-of-art conventional scatter correction method 44 on both pelvic phantom and patient data. The main idea of this scatter correction method is estimating a map of nonuniformity by segmenting images into basic materials. On phantom data, we used odd CBCT image slices and associated CT images to train our learning-based method and performed the evaluation on even image slices. For each input image, we generated a "duplicate" image that was shifted, zoomed in/out, rotated, and flipped. Figure 11 shows the comparison between these two methods. Compared with conventional scatter correction method, our method shows comparable image quality and better quantitative results on phantom study, and a significant improvement in image quality on patient data. As shown in Figs. 11(a3)-11(a4), both methods can enhance the image quality of CBCT phantom very well. On patient data, our ARF + ACM + FS + JIG can degenerate the beam artifact in CCBCT image much better than the conventional correction method, which can be seen in Fig. 11(b3)-11(b4) . The metric comparison is shown in Table IV , where MAE, PSNR, NCC, and SNU computed by selected eight ROIs as shown in solid rectangles in Figs. 11(a1) and 11(b1) are used. Table IV demonstrates that our ARF + ACM + FS + JIG quantitatively outperforms the conventional scatter correction method.
3.G. Comparison with machine learning-based method
In order to further evaluate and verify the performance, we conducted a study to compare the performance of our proposed ARF + ACM + FS + JIG method against that of state-of-art dictionary-learning (DL)-based approach. 63, 64 The DL-based method is one of popularly used method to improve CBCT image quality including artifact correction and HU restoration. Both of DL-based method and our learning-based method use patch-based concept, so they are very comparable at this point. The main idea in the DL-based method is that each local patch of new CBCT can be linearly and sparsely represented by the training CBCT patches. The resultant sparse coefficients are then used to generate new CCBCT patch from corresponding planning CT patches in the training dataset. The results are shown in Fig. 12 , in which the CCBCT image generated by ARF + ACM + FS + JIG is quite similar to that of the planning. As can be seen, the DL-based method results in blurred and erroneous correction. Table V shows that ARF + ACM + FS + JIG outperforms the DL-based method in terms of MAE, PSNR and NCC. ARF + ACM + FS + JIG achieves: an averaged MAE of 12.809 HU, which is significantly better than 20.891 HU obtained by the DL-based method (P < 0.001); an averaged PSNR of 40.215 dB, better than 38.059 dB obtained by the DL-based method (P < 0.001); and an averaged NCC of 0.987, better than 0.982 obtained by DL-based method (P < 0.005). The plots in Fig. 13 show the performance of the proposed CBCT correction method over patients. As reference, the CBCT images without correction (WC) are presented in Fig. 13 , as well as the associated quantitative performance indexes in Fig. 12 and Table V, respectively.
3.H. Correction on pelvis and brain data
As the field of view in cranial region is relatively small, scatter contamination is of much less concern as compared to regions of the large field of view, such as pelvic region. Thus, we also included pelvic data in the study, and compared CCBCT with the proposed final algorithm to CBCT without any correction, as shown in Fig. 14 Table VI . Dose differences using the CBCT occur mostly around streaking artifacts, which are largely mitigated in the CCBCT. The corresponding DVH curves of PTVs and relevant organs at risk (OARs) shown in Fig. 15 indicate that the dose differences in target and avoidance structures are minimal. For pelvic radiotherapy plans, the mean dose error for PTV, bladder, and rectum are significantly reduced, from around 1.0% to 0.3% by our CCBCT.
DISCUSSIONS
We have proposed a new CBCT correction method that integrates an ACM into a machine learning framework to iteratively improve the image quality of CBCT. An anatomical feature selection and ARF framework were used for CBCT artifact correction. Several mechanisms were incorporated to boost the performance such as ACM and JIG. Our proposed method was evaluated using cranial and pelvic datasets and compared with the performance of advanced DL-based approach. In summary, this proposed ARF regression with patch-based anatomical signatures and ACM tries to effectively capture the relationship between CBCT features and target CT. When features of new CBCT are fed into welltrained RF, corrected CBCT images can be generated with similar image quality (HU intensity) as CT images. The high quality CBCT images can be used to perform quantitative analysis including accurate treatment setup, online tumor delineation, and patient dose calculation.
High-dimensional signatures contain noisy and redundant features that would overfit the learning models, which may adversely affect the estimation accuracy and degenerate the correction performance. By preselecting the informative anatomical signatures corresponding to segmented labels, the final CBCT correction becomes more accurate. The averaged MAE is 16.777 HU in RF + FS, which is lower than that of RF (averaged MAE = 18.027 HU). The efficacy of feature selection was demonstrated in Fig. 7 and Table II, showing that the feature selection performed well in correction visually and quantitatively. The proposed JIG remarkably improves the image quality of CCBCT because the binary splitting process in RF using this JIG includes both similarity of CBCT samples and CT targets. The efficacy of using this JIG was demonstrated through Figs. 9(b2)-9(d2), 9(b5)-9(d5) and 44 with pelvic patient and phantom data. (a1-a6) are the phantom CT, CBCT image without correction, the result obtained by a conventional correction method, the result generated by our ARF + ACM + FS + JIG, the histogram plots in (a1-a4) and the profiles through the red solid line in (a1-a4), respectively. (b1-b6) are the patient planning CT, CBCT image without correction, the result obtained by this conventional correction method, the result generated by our ARF + ACM + FS + JIG, the histogram plots in (b1-b4) and the profiles through the red solid line in (b1-b4), respectively. Display windows are [À400, 400] HU for (a1-a4) and (b1-b4). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelib rary.com] Fig. 9 (b)-9(e) and Fig. 10 . With the introduction of the discriminative feature selection, the JIG combining both CBCT and planning CT information, the ARF not only considering the global loss of whole training model but also reducing the uncertainty of training data falling into the child nodes, and the iterative refinement strategy, the proposed method is significantly better than advanced DLbased method. As shown in Fig. 12 , our method can reduce the artifacts and recover true HU in CBCT images, thus significantly improve the image quality of CBCT to a level approaching that of planning CT images, as shown in Table V and Fig. 13 . In comparison with conventional scatter correction method, as shown in Table IV and Fig. 11 , our proposed method can reduce the artifacts on CBCT images to a similar level as that on planning CT images. However, although the proposed join information gain and ARF can enhance the performance, the optimization of proposed binary splitting procedure is more complex than traditional binary splitting, and takes more computation time. In addition, we tested our algorithm on 12 patients' brain data and 14 patients' pelvis data, in the future we will need to enroll more patients to further evaluate the robustness of our algorithm.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an ARF-based method that integrates anatomical feature selection and ACM to improve CBCT image quality. In the training stage, at multi-level with multi-scale sensitivity features derived from each CBCT image, we first extract image information about the local texture, edges, and spatial features. Second, the corresponding CT labels are obtained automatically using fuzzy C-means labeling. Together with the features and CT labels, we select the most relevant features for modeling of correction by the LASSO operator. The selected features and the corresponding CT targets are used to train a sequence of improved ARFs under the framework of ACM that incorporates the original selected anatomical signatures with the contextual information of the previous CCBCT to train ARFs. In order to reduce the ambiguity caused by the uncertainty in CT targets in model training, a JIG considering both CBCT and CT images is introduced for selecting the adaptive splitting function in ARF. In the testing stage, the selected anatomical features are extracted from new CBCT image and then fed into the welltrained sequence of ARFs for performing CCBT correction. Experimental results have shown that our method can accurately obtain a CCBCT with high image quality and outperform the advanced DL-based methods. The proposed method is of great potential in improving CBCT image quality to a level approaching that of planning CT image quality and allowing its quantitative use in CBCT-guided adaptive radiotherapy. 
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